STOP THE WAR ON BLACK AMERICA

The pandemic of killer cops continues. They always claim they had fear for their lives. The lives of Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and George Floyd were taken away from their families by killer cops and white supremacist vigilantes. They are only 3 of the thousands of Black and Brown people killed by killer cops over the years. NC high school student Dameon Shepard was up late playing video games in his Pender County, NC home when a mob of armed white men lead by an off-duty sheriff, still in uniform showed up at his door demanded to enter and search his home, Christian Cooper was threatened while birdwatching in New York.

The Floyd killing created such anger, because Chauvin showed enjoyment in killing an unarmed, handcuffed and non-resisting Black man laying on the ground. The pleas by Floyd saying "I Can't Breathe" and "Mama" created a massive shockwave of rebellions. The main demand is Prosecute Chauvin for 1st Degree Murder, prosecute all the cops involved.

Trump is trying to use the rebellions to justify sending US military along with the national guards and local police into cities, targeting Black and Latinx communities and radical organizations. They will not only protect corporate private property. They will target and interrogate activists and organizations. Trump wants to establish Martial Law and declare a State of Emergency as part of his unfolding fascist strategy - a far right dictatorial government that represses and jails opposition and forces workers to work regardless of conditions, ie, pressuring governors to end the lockdown and ordering meatpackers to work in contaminated workplaces.

COME TOGETHER; MAP OUT DEMANDS; IDENTIFY TARGETS
Rebellions are not the end of the struggle. Victimized communities must come together to map out demands & identify targets to pressure city councils, county commissions and state governments to pass resolutions condemning the lynching of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor and Ahmaud Arbery. Derek Chauvin and All killer cops should be put on billboards in front of police headquarters, workplaces and city halls. Mapping out mobilization plans, clear targets and main slogans help to isolate and oppose actions and forces who depart from the planned mobilizations.

ORGANIZE PEOPLES ASSEMBLIES
Organize People's Assemblies in major cities and counties across the US to bring organizations together to combat the abuse of police power that is increasing during the economic and COVID-19 crisis. Community Control Safety Boards with subpoena and Prosecutorial Power among other institutions, demands and mobilizations to exercise power must be developed by Peoples Assemblies. Black, Latinx and Indigenous unity and leadership must be the core of the Peoples Assemblies.

BLACK & BROWN WORKERS FACE DOUBLE DEATH THREAT: KILLER COPS & DANGEROUS JOBS
As workers are forced back to work without adequate protections during COVID-19, Black and Brown workers face double death threat! The workers taking job actions, sickouts and strikes demanding protections from COVID-19, need organizing help to deal with the increasingly repressive society exposed by Killer cops and armed white nationalists at State legislatures and in demonstrations. Workers should demand permanent hazard pay. Demand lawmakers pay unemployment to ALL forced out of work. Many companies are making $billions off the pandemic and will continue to make it off the backs of Black & Brown workers. They Are The Real Looters!

BUILD PEOPLES ASSEMBLIES!
Black Workers For Justice blackworkersforjustice.com